
How to Prepare to Complete a Job Application And Pass Skills Test 
for IT Computer Support Job 

 

 

Applying for a job is nobody’s favorite activity. Understanding the importance of a job 

application is very desirable and in some way makes the process easier. We can say there are 

two groups of job applications – applications for job vacancies and letters of inquiry which 

should investigate the existence of non-posted open positions. Applications for job vacancies 

can be written in a free form as an application letter, which is also called a cover letter, or as an 

online application generated by the employer company.  

If applying in a free form letter, beside personal information include how you heard 

about the position that you are applying for. Explain why you are seeking job in that specific 

company and show some knowledge about the company. Include information about your 

experience and education, as an overview of your resume that you are sending along. Explain 

how your knowledge, skills, and experience are relevant to the position. Check everything at 

least three times! 

In case you are filling out an application on the employers website be aware that the 

application is tailored for that specific position and that all candidates are going to answer same 

questions. Your answers have to stand out. Here are some tips: read and answer each question 

completely, make sure you understand the point of the question, be brief and exact, be honest.  

Beside the application there are skills tests, too. These tests include anything from 

mechanical aptitude tests to specialized software tests. Also they can check on your math, as 

well as grammar knowledge. For example, a candidate for IT Support position can be asked to 

answer what he or she would do if a client complains that his/her keyboard on laptop does not 

work, that some keys do not respond. This could probably be due to the debris underneath the 

key. The support technician should suggest the client to use compressed air or a soft brush. In 

addition, the technician has to emphasize to client not to use water because it might damage 

the keyboard and other components. However, these questions can be much more difficult like 

installing Linux software. 

When preparing to apply for a job, person has to be ready to do one more thing. 

Nowadays it is very popular that employers ask candidates to take personality tests beside skills 

tests. “A personality test is a questionnaire or other standardized instrument designed to reveal 

aspects of an individual's character or psychological makeup”-Wikipedia. They measure 

assertiveness, flexibility, and readiness to take risk, as well as time management, integrity, and 

team work. Here you can see questions like “I get distracted when there is a lot going on 

around me” and you have to check what best describes you on scale from 1 to 5, where 1 is 

“Exactly like me” and 5 is “Not at all like me”. Also you can be asked to decipher a secret 

alphabet based on a scheme given.  



Difference between personality and skills test is that personality test is used to 

determine whether the person is a good fit for the position and if he or she can handle the 

challenges this job puts before them, and skills test has to confirm that the knowledge and 

experience are present.  

Observed from the perspective of an employer I think this is the best way to find the 

best candidate for IT support position. Personality test, actually, measure how a person works 

under pressure and as a member of a team, and pressure is one of the most common things 

you can experience as a support person. Having in mind that a support person has to have a 

good set of skills it seems that skills tests are just right thing for this kind of jobs. But all the 

skills test can’t be unified. What should be different is that employers should put candidates in 

a “real” situation. What do I mean by that? I mean maybe the candidate should be put in a 

situation to answer the phone and solve a “real” problem. Why quotation marks? Well, on the 

other side should be a person, obviously from the same company, who knows how to “create” 

a problem and call for help.  

What I can say that worked in my case is that I have applied for positions that had 

realistic goals, meaning I knew I could pass the tests and I had the knowledge. Setting 

unrealistic goals, being aware that you don’t have the knowledge and hoping to get lucky will 

not work in most cases.  

When writing a cover letter there are sections you have to include, like your contact 

information, which have to be accurate, as well as the employer’s. Introduce yourself in the first 

paragraph by telling what position you are applying for and how you heard for the position, as I 

already mentioned. State your experience, degree, area of expertise. In second paragraph by 

describing your skills, previous experience and abilities show how you fit in the position and 

why you are the best choice. Sell yourself for big bucks! Conclude by informing them that you 

would like to be called for an interview, and that you will call after a couple of days if you don’t 

hear back.  

When formatting a cover letter go with 1 – 1.5” margins, 12-point font, and Serif or Serif 

Sans font. Keep all paragraphs left-aligned. Do not go over one page. Just to be on the safe side.  
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